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Chapterr 6 

Chargee instabilities in 
(2+l)-dimensions s 

Inn the previous two chapters we investigated possible instabilities of topological de-
fects.. In this chapter we will investigate another instability due to the presence 
off  topological defects. We describe a charge instability in Alice electrodynamics in 
(2+l)-dimensionss due to the possible creation of a pair of Alice fluxes out of the vac-
uumm following [95]. In a sense it is the two dimensional dual analog of the monopole 
coree instability we investigated in the previous chapter. The final state is one in which 
thee electric charge is completely delocalized, i.e., it is carried as Cheshire charge by 
thee flux pair, which gets infinitely separated. We determine the decay rate in terms 
off  the parameters of the model. The relation of this phenomenon with other salient 
featuress of 2-dimensional compact QED, such as linear confinement due to instan-
tons/monopoles,, and the introduction of a so called Cheshire current is discussed in 
thee appendix. 

6.11 Introduction 

Ass we saw before AED contains magnetic monopoles, just as compact U(l) gauge 
theory.. As is well known the monopoles become instantons in two dimensional elec-
trodynamicss and lead to confinement of charge, see [58] and [59]. The potential be-
tweenn two static charges becomes linear and the string tension due to the instantons 
wass determined by Polyakov in [59] and is given by: 

r * 9
2e x p ( - ! p i )) . (6.1) 

withh Sinst the action of the instanton in (2+l)-dimensions, or the mass of a monopole 
inn (3+l)-dimensions. and g the (dimension-full) coupling constant. In compact Alice 
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electrodynamicss there are instantons as well. One therefore in principle expects the 
samee confining potential between charges. However, as we wil l see. whether this 
confinementt wil l be realized physically depends on the parameters in the model. 

W i t hh respect to the monopoles/ instantons in AED we have, see chapter 5. made 
anotherr observation, namely that the core structure of a magnetic monopole may be 
unstab lee and deform into a ring of Alice flux carrying a Cheshire magnetic charge. 
Thiss feature, however is not expected to bear on the confinement mechanism as such, 
becausee the core structure does not affect the long range behavior of the fields. We 
re turnn to this point towards the end of the chapter. 

Wee saw before that the topological structure of AED is richer than the topology of 
ord inaryy electrodynamics, as it supports topologically stable Alice fluxes. In this 
chapterr we wil l show that these fluxes may have a dramatic influence on the infrared 
behaviorr of the potential between two static charges. In the infrared region the 
potent iall  wil l not grow linearly as in ordinary compact electrodynamics, but the 
potent iall  wil l saturate and become constant at a scale set by the mass of the Alice 
flux.. This follows from the fact that a static charge wil l be unstable under the creation 
off  two Alice fluxes and the possibility of (induced) Cheshire charges carried by such 
aa pair. We calculate the decay rate of a charge due to this instability, into a state 
wheree the charge is completely delocalized. i.e.. virtually disappeared. 

Beforee turning to a detailed treatment of this remarkable charge instability, it is useful 
too briefly discuss some generic features of the parameter space we art; considering. To 
bee as flexible as possible in separating the various dynamical aspects of the theory, 
wee like to think of a latt ice version of the theory (as discussed in chapter 3). because 
inn that sett ing one can introduce different mass scales for the fluxes ( m / ). for the 
monopoless ( mm ) . and possibly also for dynamical, charged degrees of freedom (m(}) 
byy hand. Of course in cont inuum versions of the model, see chapter 2, one often 
findsfinds that these physical scales may be linked and one is forced to restrict oneself to 
aa smaller region of the parameter space than the one we explore in the remainder of 
thiss chapter. 

Thee chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2 we examine the classical config-
urat ionn of a pair of Alice fluxes in the presence of a charge. We determine the field 
linee pat tern of such a configuration and the energy gain due to the introduction of 
fluxx pair. In section 6.3 we analyze the result ing charge instability in a semi-classical 
approximat ionn and determine the action of the bounce solution for some specific de-
cayy channels. In the concluding section we discuss the relevance of our results in the 
broaderr context where one also takes the instantons into account. In the appendix 
wee introduce the notion of a so called magnetic Cheshire current and point out its 
relat ionn with electric Cheshire charge. 

6.22 Alice fluxes in the presence of a charge 

I nn this section we examine the classical field configuration of a pair of Alice fluxes in 
thee presence of a charge. We first analyze this situation qualitatively which leads to 
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thee conclusion that the pair of Alice fluxes will carry an induced (Cheshire) dipole 
charge.. Here we will also examine some specific configurations in LAED in (3+1)-
dimensions,, see chapter 3. on the dipole behavior of an Alice loop and the effect this 
hass on the dynamical response of the vacuum to the presence of an external charge. 
Thenn to see what the dipole behavior looks like, in (2+l)-dimensions, we determine 
thee configuration of electric field lines generated by a conducting needle between two 
oppositelyy charged point charges. The conducting needle represents a pair of Alice 
fluxesfluxes (one at either end) with their core structure ignored. Finally, we will determine 
thee energy gain due to the introduction of the needle/flux pair. 

6.2.11 The induced Cheshire dipole 

Lett us now study the field configuration of a charge in the presence of an Alice loop 
(i.e... a pair in two dimensions). Due to conservation and quantization of charge, field 
liness cannot cross an Alice flux, a situation reminiscent to that of the Meissner effect 
inn a super conductor. In fact, at first sight one would be tempted to interpret the 
wholee collection of Cheshire phenomena as a manifestation of some exotic form of 
electricc and/or magnetic super conductivity in the core of an Alice loop. However, 
thiss is not possible because the flux tube itself cannot carry electric/magnetic charge 
orr current, see chapter 1. Let us now consider what happens if we create an Alice 
loopp in the neighborhood of a charge. 

(a)) (b) 

(c)) (d) 

Figuree 6.1: 
AA sequence of figures that leads to the correct field line configuration for two Alice fluxes in the 
presencee of a charge. Figure (a) shows a single charge in figure (b) a pair of fluxes is created in the 
vicinityy of the charge but with the wrong field line pattern as follows from deforming Z2-gauge sheet, 
figurefigure (c). The correct field line pattern is given in figure (d). 
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AA first guess of how a radial field would be affected due to the creation of the Alice 
loopp might be the same as for the case of a super conducting loop. i.e.. the field 
liness would be pushed away by the loop. However the analysis performed in figure 
6.11 yields a very different picture1. Some of the field lines close around the first 
fluxx while an equal number emanates from the sheet to close around the second flux 
andd go off to infinity, see figure 6.1. Thus the total charge carried by the Alice flux 
configurationn stays zero, as it should, but the flux configuration acquires an induced 
electricc (Cheshire) dipole moment. For convenience we only examine cases where the 
fluxx pair lies on the line connecting the charges. The electric field lines have to be 
perpendicularr to the line segment between the two fluxes, because (i) the electric 
fieldd lines need to change sign when going around a single flux and (ii) the reflection 
symmetryy through the horizontal axis of the configuration. 

Inn certain symmetric configurations the Z-2-sheet may be considered to act like a 
conductingg plate from which follows that the charge is pulled towards the Alice loop. 
However,, one should be careful with this analogy because the conducting plate bound-
aryy condition of the Z2-sheet only holds in the particular gauge that satisfies the 
obviouss symmetry condition. In a general gauge the Z2-sheet has an arbitrary shape 
andd cannot be interpreted as a conducting plate. On the other hand, the field line 
patternn closing partially around the first and the second flux is gauge invariant. We 
concludee that the charge induces a dipolar Cheshire charge on the Alice loop (or in 
22 dimensions, on the pair of fluxes). This is a natural generalization of the result ob-
tainedd in [5], but. straightforward as the generalization may be, there is an important 
aspectt to it. As we mentioned before, a system of two fluxes or an Alice loop can 
bee in the topologically trivial sector of the theory and thus may play a role in the 
dynamicall  response of the vacuum to an external charge. 

Ass an inter-mezzo that provides extra support to these findings we will briefly inves-
tigatee two specific configurations in LAED in (3+l)-dimensions, see chapter 3. First 
wee wil l show that an Alice loop can carry a (magnetic) dipole Cheshire charge in 
LAED.. Then we will look at the dynamical response of the vacuum to an external 
magneticc monopole pair. 

Too investigate the possibility of a dipole Cheshire charge in LAED we wil l examine a 
configurationn with a fixed monopole. anti-monopole and Alice loop. All objects are in 
onee plane and the Alice loop lies in the middle of the two monopoles2. We wil l examine 
thiss configuration in the limi t of g —> 0, the naive classical limit , and rnjiux — oo. In 
thiss limi t no extra Alice fluxes appear and we wil l work in the Z2 gauge where the only 
Z22 sheet is the minimal surface spanned by the Alice loop. In this limit there appear 
too be two possibilities: either there are no extra monopoles and the Alice loop wil l 
presumablyy behave as a (magnetic) dipole configuration or there is a compensating 
monopolee stuck to each fixed monopole3. Which of the two configurations has the 

x Thuss first one assumes the naively expected configuration to be formed in analogy with a pair of 
superconductingg wires. However, if one deforms the Z2-sheet (which is just a gauge artifact) bounded 
byy the fluxes one sees that that must be wrong, suggesting the correct and consistent configuration. 

2Onn a periodic lattice 'in the middle' is of course not possible, but we mean that the distance the 
otherr way around is larger. 

33 If we had an extra bare mass term for the monopole we could simply send it to infinity to force 
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lowestt energy depends on the different length scales in the configuration. Now we will 
considerr a configuration where there are no extra monopoles present. 

Inn this configuration the monopole, the anti-monopole and the Alice loop lie in the 
xyxy plane. In figure 6.2 we plotted the z component of the magnetic field just above 
andd below the plane in the dual lattice in which the configuration of the monopole, 
thee anti-monopole and the Alice loop lies. The monopole, the anti-monopole and 
thee Alice loop have not been plotted, but it should be clear where they are. In this 
figurefigure we see that the z component of the magnetic field just above the plane in which 
thee objects lie is, going from the left to the right, positive above the first monopole, 
becomess negative above the Alice loop then it becomes positive on the other end 
off  the Alice loop and finally is negative above the last monopole. This shows that 
thee Alice loop gets an induced (magnetic) dipole moment, as if the Alice loop is a 
conductingg plate, in the presence of charges, just as we expected. 

F i g u ree 6.2: This plot shows the z component of the magnetic field just above and just below the 
planee in which the monopoles and the Alice loop lye. It shows the induced dipole behavior of the 
Alic ee loop in the presence of a charge. 

Soo an Alice loop can act as an induced dipole in the presence of charges. This implies 
thatt dynamical Alice loops can screen a charge as they can help to polarize the 
vacuum.. Now we will look at a configuration of a fixed monopole and anti-monopole 
inn the background of dynamical Alice fluxes, i.e., we are not in the limi t oim,fiux —> oo. 
Soo dynamical Alice loops can form and can possibly screen the monopoles. We take a 
smalll  value of g to make sure that no other monopoles form and we take m,fiux such 
thatt the background flux density is around 0.03. Thus there are some fluxes around, 
butt they are not condensed in the bulk. 

Inn figure 6.3 we plotted some specific height lines of the flux density in the x-t, y-

thee extra monopole pair to disappear and only the desired configuration is left. 
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tt and z-t directions and the positions of the monopoles. The monopole is fixed at 
( 5 | , 2 i , 4 |)) and the anti-monopole at (5 | ,65,45). The flux density peaks around 
thee two monopoles. i.e.. screening the two monopoles. From this and the fact that 
ann Alice loop in the presence of a charge gets a dipole moment we conclude that in 
LAEDD Alice loops do screen charges. 

Thee height lines —— The monopoles
10 0 

9 9 

8 8 

7 7 

6 6 

55 y 

4 4 

3 3 

2 2 

1 1 
0 0 

0 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

x x 

F i g u ree 6.3: This plot shows some specific height lines for the flux density in the x-t, y-t and z-t 
directionss and the positions of the monopoles. 

Afterr this brief digression into the screening effects of Alice loops in (3+l)-dimensions 
wee now return to the discussion in (2+l)-dimensions. The dipolar behavior of an Alice 
fluxflux pair in the presence of a charge can have important consequences. Just like a 
particlee anti-particle pair, these pairs may contribute to the screening of a bare charge, 
butt an even more drastic consequence is possible. The scenario runs as follows. One 
off  the fluxes can absorb the point charge, after which the charge would be carried 
ass a Cheshire charge by the flux pair. This Cheshire charge acts like a fictitious 
chargee distribution along the line connecting the fluxes, generating a repulsive force 
betweenn the two fluxes4 causing the fluxes to move away from each other. This 
wouldd mean that the Cheshire charge would increasingly spread and weaken, put 
moree bluntly, it effectively just disappears. The fluxes would cause an extreme case 
off  charge derealization. So, in two dimensions it therefore appears that in these type 
off  theories, charge leaks away, implying the absence of any (static) charge. 

4Wee assume for simplicity that a priory there is no flux-flux interaction. This is not true in 
general,, in the case of Nielsen-Olesen fluxes it depends on the value of the Landau parameter, but if 
thee static forces are zero or repulsive, then the result obviously holds. 
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6.2.22 The field configuration 

Wee now turn to the determination of the field configuration of a flux pair located 
betweenn two oppositely charged point particles. We use the boundary conditions 
imposedd by the fluxes but neglect the core structure of the fluxes. This boils down 
too calculating the electric field configuration of a conducting needle located between 
twoo oppositely charged point particles, where the needle lies on the line connecting 
thee charges. 

Two-dimensionall  electrostatics (i.e., potential theory) has the convenient property 
thatt it is conformally invariant. Exploiting this conformal invariance one can construct 
explicitt solutions satisfying the boundary conditions imposed by the geometry we are 
interestedd in. We start with determining the solution of a charge in the presence of 
aa conducting disc with the help of the method of images. Then we use a conformal 
transformationn which maps this conducting disc into a conducting needle/flux pair, 
seesee figure 6.4. Since a conformal transformation is angle preserving, a conductor gets 
mappedd to a conductor. 

ZZ W 

WW = b/2 (Z + 1/Z) 

> > 

F i g u ree 6.4: The conformal transformation, w = | (z + i ) , which maps the conducting disc of 
radiuss one into a conducting needle of length 2b. 

Too construct the configuration of two charges with a flux pair in between, we first 
determinee the single charge case and then superpose two of these configurations. We 
determinee the potential of a charge in the presence of a conducting disc with the help 
off  the method of images. It is similar to the textbook example of the charge in the 
presencee of a conducting ball in three dimensions, but for the case at hand the charge 
off  the image charges does not depend on the distance of the charge to the conducting 
disc.. Making use of the identity, |rï}  + an2\ = \an\ + n2\ with \rï[\  = \n2\ = 1, one 
easilyy finds the potential &(z), z = x + iy. The potential is given by: 

l o g | z - z0 || - l og 
RR2 2 

\\zz0\ 0\ 
logg \z\\ , (6.2) 

withh R the radius of the conducting disc, whose center is located in the origin and ZQ 
denotess the location of the charge. The field lines correspond with the height lines of 
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thee function: 

,, , Q f , s ( R2 

$(z)$(z) = — i arg(z - z0) - arg [z - -—-^z0 
2n2n { V \zo\ 

arg(z) ) (6.3) ) 

Thee results are plotted in figures 6.5a and 6.5b for the equipotential lines and the 
electricc field lines respectively. 

(a) ) (b) ) 

F i g u ree 6.5: These figures show some of the equipotential lines, figure (a), and field lines, figure 
(b),, of a charge in the presence of a conducting disc. The thick dark circle is the boundary of the 
conductingg disc. The configuration inside this circle represents the 'image' charges. 

Wee can use this solution to find the solution of a charge in the presence of a flux 
pairr with the help of the conformal transformation given in figure 6.4. To be more 
generall  we first determine the configuration of two charges in the presence of a disc. 
Thiss is straightforward since electrodynamics is linear in the sense that potentials just 
add.. Thus for the situation of two (oppositely charged) charges we get the following 
potential: : 

<Sf[z) <Sf[z) 
Q_ Q_ 

++ log 

logg |2-211 - l og 
N N ,-zi i l o g | z-- z2\ 

1*22 I 
,"22 2 (6.4) ) 

Thee field lines are now given by the height lines of the function: 

*(z )) = — ^aig(z-zi) - a rg 
Z7T T N N 

2ii  - arg(2 - z2) 

++  arg z 
V2V2 | 

,-Z2 2 (6.5) ) 
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Lett us now use the conformal transformation to map this solution to the solution of 
twoo charges in the presence of a flux pair located on the line connecting the charges. 
Too be able to use the conformal map, of figure 6.4, R needs to be unity. We can get 
thee desired configuration if the two charges and the disc also lie on one line and the 
discc is between the two charges. We rotate the system such that z\ and  are real. 
Afterr this we can use the conformal map to map this solution to the solution of the 
fluxflux pair between two oppositely charged point charges. This is done by replacing z 
byy the corresponding function of w. which is given by: z = x + \/x2 — 1 where we 
havee defined x — ^ and will use corresponding definitions for X\ and X2- This gives 
thee following potential: 

®(®(xx)) = 7T \ loS x + \AP2 - 1 - x\ - Jx2 - 1 

- l og g 

- l og g 

++ log 

++ \fx2 - 1 ?ii  + v^' i - l 

++  y/x2-l X2 X2 

11 + y/x\ - 1 

-J -J xl-\ xl-\ 

X2X2 + \/x\ - 1 
(6.6) ) 

andd the field lines follow from: 

* ( x ) ) 2~~ \ a rS f x + yjx2 - 1 - xi - yjx\ - 1 

\xi\xi + \jx\ - 1 
arg g xx + 

V V 
arg g II  x + yx2 — 1 — X2 — \jx\ — 1 ) 

++ arg xx + v x2 — 1 — 
i \ \ 

X2 X2 ++  v
/xJ^l J 

(6.7) ) 

Thee conformal transformation only correctly generates the solution in the upper half 
plane.. Re(x) > 0. The solution in the lower half plane follows by the obvious symme-
tryy of the problem. In figure 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) we plotted the resulting equipotential 
andd field lines for the configuration. 
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(a)) (b) 

F i g u ree 6.6: These figures show some of the equipotential lines, figure (a), and field lines, figure (b), 
off  two oppositely charged charges in the presence of the Cheshire dipole carried by a pair of fluxes 
locatedd at the endpoints of the black line segment. 

6.2.33 The energy gain 

Inn the previous subsection we determined the potential and the field configuration 
off  a flux pair between two point charges. In this subsection we calculate the energy 
differencee of this configuration with the (coulomb type) field configuration without 
thee flux pair. To be able to determine the energy difference we have to regularize the 
expression,, i.e., we introduce a UV cut off which will be removed later. With this 
cutofff  the total energy difference is equal to the integrated energy density difference. 
Writtenn in this form, the cutoff can be removed leaving the energy difference finite, 
andd this is how we calculate the energy gain due to the presence of the flux pair. 
Too simplify life the calculation is performed in z space, not in w space. So we use 
thee conformal transformation, which is also just a convenient change of variables, to 
transformm the solution back into z space and as an intermediate step, determine the 
energyy gain due to the presence of a conducting disc and the energy cost due to the 
presencee of a magnetic super conducting disc. The energy gain due to the presence of 
aa flux pair is determined from these two results. The relation between these energy 
differencess is given by: 

// {Edipole — Efpair}dw = I {Emscdisc ~~ Edisc}dz 

==  j{Edipole - Edisc}dz - j{Edipole - Emscdisc}dz , (6.8) 
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wheree EmscdiSC is the energy density of two opposite charges with a disc in the middle, 
whichh we identify as a magnetic super conductor (msc) as the electric field lines are 
parallell  to it. This configuration is the configuration that one obtains after applying 
thee inverse conformal transformation, thus from w-space to z-space, to the dipole 
configurationn in u>-space. First we will determine the energy gain due to the presence 
off  a conducting disc. This yields the expression: 

AE, AE, disc disc JJ
/>7TT />0O [ 

1LL v* ^2(r,S)r+{-de^^2(r,S)r+{-de2̂2(r,e) (r,e) 

(<9r$i(r,6>))-- ( -df l $i(r ,0) ) } r drdO 

nn rR 

++ 2 II II 
JoJo Jo 

(d(drr<S>2{r,0)r+[-d<S>2{r,0)r+[-d && $$22{r,9)){r,9)) } r drdO , (6.9) 

withh <&i(r,#) given by formula 6.4 and <3>2(r, #) is given by formula 6.4 with R — 0. 
Thiss gives: 

Q22 , __ / ( *? -# )<*? -# )• 
AEAEdiscdisc = - — log 

Z7T T (z^(z^ + R2)2 (6.10) ) 

Thee energy gain due to the presence of a magnetically super conducting (msc) disc is 
determinedd by: 

A E E mscdisc mscdisc 
2211 ƒ Ï ̂ <MM)) 2 + QdAM ) 

(0 r$3(r ,, 0))2 - -<%$3(r, 9) ) }r  drdO 

>7rr rR 

+ + 22 ƒ f <{d r*2(r,9))2 + (ld9Q2(r,e)\ 1 r drdO , 

withh <£>i(r, 0) given by formula 6.4 and ^ ( r , 9) by: 

* 3 ( * )) = ;T<1OÉ 
Z7T T 

22 + zizi + — log g 2 + i ) - ( ^ + i i 
Onee obtains: 

AFAF Q2.(tf-R2)(4-R2) 
t-^^mscdisct-^^mscdisc — 0

 l u g I , D 2 \ 2 
27TT \ (21-22 + ^ ) 

Forr the case of R = 1 we have Efpair = AE d i s c - AEmscdisc- Thus we get: 

(6.n; ; 

(6.12) ) 

(6.13) ) 

£ / ^ - - V l 0 HH (^2 + l)2 (6.14) ) 
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Thiss result is still in z language, i.e.. z\ and 22 need to be written in terms of w\ and 
w'2-- This is done with the help of the conformal transformation, z = x + \/x2 — 1. 
andd leads to the following expression for the energy gain: 

'/pair'/pair = ^T log - 1 + ^ — - JL-  ̂ • (6.15) 

Wee see that the energy gain due to creating a flux pair between two charges is basically 
unbounded.. Moving the flux pair closer to one or both of the charges increases the 
energyy gain. One expects that due to the renormalization of the charge this would 
nott go on for ever, effectively one expects a UV cutoff. 

Lett us now investigate the single charge configuration, i.e.. we send one of the charges 
too infinity. In this case the energy gain is given by: 

'' ƒpair — log 
7T T 

U11 + V 5) ) 
(6.16) ) 

wheree d is the ratio of the distance of the two fluxes to the charge. 
Wee find that the energy gain due to the presence of the flux pair only depends on the 
ratioo of the distance of the two edges to the charge. Thus no matter what the size is 
off the UV cutoff, the flux radius or in fact any other length scale, the energy gain can 
alwayss be as large as one wants in a region where all length scales are insignificant, 
withh respect to the distances of the fluxes to the charge and between the fluxes. This 
showss that in two dimensions a single charge is always unstable (or meta-stable) with 
respectt to a decay into a flux pair with a Cheshire charge no matter what the length 
scaless are. However, the length scales of course drastically change the decay time of 
aa charge. 

6.33 The charge instability 

Inn this section we analyze a novel type of instability in the electric field of a charge. 
Wee pointed out before, that a pair of Alice fluxes in the presence of a charge acquires 
ann induced dipole. subsequently we determined the energy gain due to the creation of 
suchh pair. This raises the question to what extend the electric field configuration of a 
pairr of static localized charges remains stable with respect to flux pair creation. We 
studyy this question in a lattice version of AED (LAED). The reason is, as mentioned 
inn the introduction, that LAED allows us to introduce independent parameters, a 
masss rrif  for the Alice flux and a mass/action ram for the monopole/instanton. First 
wee analyze the charge instability, then we will determine what the decay time is and 
comparee it with the instability under the creation of a pair of charged point particles 
(withh mass mq). assuming that these are present in the theory. To what extend these 
resultss can be carried over to a continuum version of the theory will be discussed in 
thee concluding section. 
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6.3.. The charge instability 

Beforee turning to the the detailed calculations, let us make some general observations 
concerningg the role of the various mass scales in the model. If both mm and m ƒ are 
veryy large, a charge in two dimensions generates the well known logarithmic potential 
inn the classical (small g2) limit.: 

V(r)V(r) = ^\og(-) , (6.17) 

withh ro some UV cutoff. Needless to say that the presence of dynamical charges in 
thee model would (a) give rise to the standard (short distance) renormalization of the 
chargee and (b) provide a cutoff to the potential at an energy of the order of mass of 
thee charged particles mq. If the monopole mass mm comes down and rrif  remains very 
largee we get that the monopoles cause confinement, i.e., a linearly rising potential and 
thee role of dynamical charges would be very much the same as for the logarithmic 
case.. For the moment however, we will assume that no charged dynamical particles 
aree present in the model (i.e., we assume them to be very massive). If now the 
fluxflux mass comes down as well, then of course we get the possibility to dynamically 
createe flux pairs out of the vacuum and these will cause the decay of the electric 
fieldsfields generated by the external charges. One expects a situation to arise where the 
potentiall  (irrespective of its character) basically saturates and turns into a constant 
att a distance (r/ro) where field energy becomes comparable to the value 2mj. 

6.3.11 The lif e tim e of charge 

Lett us now compute the decay time of a system of two charges by performing an 
instantonn calculation in the spirit of the "false vacuum" as described by Coleman and 
Callann [96], [97]. To lowest order in h one only needs to determine the bounce solution 
withh lowest action. The bounce is a classical solution of the Euclidean system, i.e., 
withh the original potential inverted. In the mechanical analogue a classical particle 
movess from the meta stable point to the corresponding point at the other side of 
thee barrier and back again. The instability, i.e., the tunneling through the barrier 
correspondss to half the Euclidean bounce solution, after which a real Minkovski time 
evolutionn takes over. At this point the system is not yet in its final state, but one 
expectss that the new lowest energy state will be reached by emitting/dissipating 
energyy through conventional (in this model presumably primarily electromagnetic) 
radiationn processes. In the mechanical system with the inverted potential one should 
thenn find the particle trajectory with minimal action St,. In the semi-classical domain 
thee decay time is given by: 

roce "̂ ^ . (6.18) 

Inn our system we find two extremal paths. We expect one of these two to have the 
lowestt action, independent of the distance 2u> between the two external charges. In 
thee following we analyze the situation for two cases, firstly we will determine the 
actionn for the instability due to the creation of a flux pair, then we do the same for 
thee creation of a pair of point charges and finally we compare both mechanisms. 
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Wee first consider the case where the pair of fluxes or of charges are created in the 
mostt symmetric way. This means that they start out exactly between the external 
charges.. The other decay channel we investigate corresponds to the most asymmetric 
configuration,, where the fluxes or charges are created in the vicinity of one of the 
externall  charges and only one flux or charge will move. The other flux or charge 
remainss with the charge at a fixed minimal distance RQ, which represents the UV 
cutofff  of the bare charge. We will also determine the action of the bounce - the pair 
creationn rate - in a constant electric field. 

Soo the calculations we are about to make for the various cases are very similar, so let 
us,, before providing the specific details for each case, give the general structure of the 
results. . 

Inn the previous sections we have calculated the energy gain E in the electric field due 
too the pair creation. From that we can determine the potential Vpair  for the creation 
off  a pair as a function of their separation 2b and of course also dependent on the other 
fixedfixed parameters that characterize the configuration, such as the external charges Q, 
theirr separation w, the masses rrif  (or mq) and sometimes a core size .Ro-

ta)) (b) 

F i g u ree 6.7: In figure (a) we plotted two typical potentials for the bounce of two Alice fluxes in the 
symmetricc and asymmetric channel respectively. In figure (b) we plotted two typical potentials for 
thee bounce of two dynamical charges in the symmetric and asymmetric channel respectively and the 
potentiall  for the bounce of two dynamical charges in a constant field. 

Wee have indicated the generic shape of the potentials in figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) for 
thee pair creation of fluxes and dynamical charges respectively. For the fluxes we have 
assumedd there to be no flux-flux interactions so that only the mass 2m ƒ comes in. For 
thee charged pair, however one expects the potential to grow with separation which 
meanss that the maximum of the potential is shifted towards larger separation. As is 
welll  known in one dimensional physics, the action of the extremal path generically is 
givenn by: 

SSpairpair _ 2 f ^/4mVpair db . (6.19) 

Wee can bring this expression in a more or less canonical form. One first introduces 
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aa dimensionless separation variable y obtained by conveniently scaling b with some 
relevantt length scale, for example the critical separation bc labeling the turning point, 
thiss brings out a factor of the relevant length scale out in front. Next one scales the 
potentiall  by its maximal value: V — VmaxV. Vmax may conveniently be written as 
VmaxVmax = 2m^2 where 7 is a dimensionless quantity satisfying 7 > 1 and the equal sign 
appliess to the flux pair creation (see figures). Putting the scaling factors in front of 
thee integral the expression for the action takes the general form. 

gpairgpair = const x h c m i F^w^m^Q:RQ) ? (6.20) 

wheree the dimensionless function F may depend on all the parameters but because 
off  the rescalings takes on only values between zero and one. 

y=l y=l 

VpairVpair dy . (6.2i; // F— 
—— / y ''pair 

Jv=0 Jv=0 

Wee see that the action is typically of the order (mass of pair)x(critical separation), 
ass one would expect naively. Yet, we will study the various cases separately in more 
detail,, because it turns out that there are interesting differences in the functional 
dependencee of Spair on for example the distance w of the external charges, which are 
importantt physically. 

6.3.22 Charge decay due to creation of an Alice flux pair 

Wee compute the action for a bounce corresponding with the creation of a flux pair in 
thee presence of two external charges. First we consider the symmetric channel, then 
thee asymmetric channel and finally the case of a constant electric field. 
Thee symmetric channel: 

InIn the symmetric channel we may use formula 6.15 with x\ = x2 = x, which gives the 
energyy gain: 

EfEfPPmrmr = -Q- log (l - ^ J . (6.22) 

Duringg the bounce the external charges remain fixed while the distance between the 
fluxesfluxes increases. The suitably scaled variable for this situation is y = - — —. So 
farr we only determined the energy gain due to the boundary conditions created by 
thee Alice fluxes, but the potential in which the fluxes move is not only given by the 
energyy gain, we also should include the energy cost which equals the mass of the flux 
pair.. 2mf. The potential for the pair is therefore given by: 

Vf^Vf  ̂ = 2mf ( e (|2,|) + 1 log (1 - y2)\ . (6.23) 

wheree 0(0) = 0 and equals one otherwise. The constant /i is defined as \i =  2nJ£f. 
Wee should note that keeping y\ = y2 — y for all times is in fact a solution to the 
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equationss of motion for the system with the inverted potential. The action of this 
solutionn is simply given by: 

StStymym=^b=^bccmmlFlFffym{jl)ym{jl) . (6.24) 

wheree the turning points are given by the zeros of the potential, i.e., 

bbcc =w y/l- e-f (6.25) 

andd where F/ m(/i ) is given by: 

FFaa
ff

ymym(fi)=J(fi)=J  y i + - l o g { l - j / ' 2 ( l - e - " ) ) ' V • (6-26) 

Notee that the function i7 / depends in this case only on one particular combination 
off parameters //. The integrand varies from one at y = 0, to zero at y = 1. Although 
thee integral cannot be done analytically, a little analysis shows that the function 
alwayss lies between the functions j(y) = \ A — y2 and f(y) = 1. The integrals 
off these functions are easily determined to be ^ ~ 0.8 and one. So we have that 
jj ~ 0.8 < Fl {p) < 1 which is indeed correct as one can see from the numerical 
evaluationn of F/ym(//) plotted in figure 6.8. 

Ass mentioned before we need to introduce a UV cutoff for the bare charges, allowing 
thee fluxes to approach a charge only up to a minimal distance RQ. One way to put 
thiss is that for the symmetrical process to be able to take place, or for that matter 
anyy decay mode using fluxes, w needs to exceed a minimal value depending on i?0 

andd //. This constraint on w is easily determined wTith the help of formula 6.23 by 
puttingg b = w — R0 in other words y = 1 — ro with ro — RQ/W. Determining the zero 
off the potential than gives the minimal value of w. yielding: 

-- = — > 2e^2 (e^2 + V^^l]  (6.27) 

Th ee asymmetric channel: 

Thee asymmetric channel is the channel where one of the fluxes stays close to one 
off the charges and the other flux moves away. An interesting fact about this decay 
channell is, that in the limit of widely separated charges, w —• oc, this channel will 
stilll give a finite decay time, whereas the symmetric channel would not. The energy 
gainn due to the presence of a flux pair in this system again follows from formula 6.15. 
Wee fix one of the fluxes at the minimal cut-off distance RQ from one of the charges. 
Thee other flux is pushed away from this charge. In this case it is natural to scale the 
variabless by the core size R0 as this is the only length scale in the limit of w —• oc. 
soo we define w = ^ - and y — -£-. The energy gain of this configuration is given by: 

EfpairEfpair = ^ l o J l ( l + *D(l + y ) - l - 2 y \ \ 
fPfP V V2 V V(2«)- l ) (2i i ) -2y-l ) (2j /+l)> /> / 
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Thee potential is obtained by adding the mass term for the creation of the two Alice 
fluxesfluxes out of the vacuum. The action of the bounce is determined in the same manner 
ass we did in formula 6.19. not only do we have a different potential, we also need to 
changee a factor 4 into 2, because only one flux is moving in this decay channel. For 
thee action we obtain the following expression: 

SLymSLym = ^mfbc Fisym(fi, w) , (6.29) 

wheree the critical separation bc is given by: 

h ==  o 2 l J; • ^ ( c o s h ( f ) +3 s i nh ( t ) ) " ( 6 " 3 0 ) 

v/e'44 —1 

Thee function Fj[  m(fi,w) is defined by: 

/ / 

2w(l2w(l + y'yc)-l-2y'yc \ \ 
dy dy oo \| H V2 V V( 2 ^ " 1)(2* - WVc - l)(2j/'yc + 1) 

(6.31) ) 

andd depends also on the separation of the external charges 2w. Although we do get 
aa similar expression as in the symmetric case the integral in the asymmetric case is 
nott that easily estimated, see figure 6.9 for a plot of F? m(fi,w) and figure 6.8 for 
thee value this integral takes in the limit of w —• oo. 

Thee remarkable fact is that this action remains finite in the limit of w —> oc. Thus 
thee decay time of a single charge (i.e.. of charge itself) is finite in two dimensional 
Alicee electrodynamics. 

Th ee constant field: 

Nextt we investigate the decay width per volume of a constant electric field. The 
energyy gain due to the presence of a flux pair in line with the electric field strength 
cann be found from formula 6.22. We move the charges to infinity and increase Q such 
thatt the ratio Q/w is kept fixed and we define the electric field as 8 = -^-. The 
resultingg energy gain due to the presence of a flux pair then equals: 

EfpairEfpair = 7TS2b2 . (6.32) 

Thee action is easily determined to be: 

S[S[onsonstt = \/27rm/6c , (6.33) 

wheree the critical separation is. 

,2mm f 
» c = ^  ̂ • (6.34) 

Thee result is of course independent of position as it determines the decay rate per 
unitt volume of a constant electric field. 
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6.3.33 Charge decay tim e due to creation of point charges 

Lett us now investigate the field instability of a pair of external charges under the 
creat ionn of two dynamical charges. Since point charges have a singularity in the field 
energyy at the core we introduce again a cutoff RQ to regulate some of the infinities in 
ourr calculations. First we wil l determine the energy gain due to the presence of two 
pointt charges. We denote the two initial charges as C\ and C2. the created charges 
ass D\ and D2. We put the four charges on one line and obviously assume the charges 
too be alternating. Symbolically the energy gain can be wri t ten as: 

tfaintfain = ( C l + C 2 ) 2 - ( C 1 + C 2 + D 1 + D 2 ) 2 

== -(D2
1+D2

2+2DlD2)-2(C1+C2)(Di + D2) . (0.35) 

Thee first part. D2 + D2, has an infinite contribution at the cores of the charges and 
onlyy these infinities wil l be removed, i.e.. only in this term we cut away a disc with 
radiuss 7?o around the charges. Taking the origin halfway between the two created 
chargess and denoting the distances of the charges with respect to this origin w\. w2 

andd b. the energy difference E âin is given by: 

„ ,, Q\ { 2(*i - D(X2 - 1) \ , r , n 

£J.,„„  = - v H c x . + Dte + DfJ ' M 6 ) 

wit hh x = f and ru = ^ . 
Thiss is the change in energy due to the electrical field configuration. We still need to 
takee the mass of the point charges into account. We assume that the point charges 
aree created a distance 2RQ away from each other and the energy cost of this process 
wee call 2mq. Thus the total energy gain is given by: 

11 / (xi - l ) ( . r 2 - l ) ( . r 1 + r0)Or2 + ro 
—— log I 
VV V('T1 - n>)( 2̂ - fo)(Xl + l)(.'ï-2 + l)f 0 

iw=2m<,(.. + -iog(^' : T :Z. :,i). :,Z I I  ww 

Wltl ll  V 

Nextt we wil l use this energy gain to determine the action of the bounce in different 
channelss of the decay process. 

T h ee s y m m e t r i c channe l: 

I nn the symmetr ic channel the potential is given by: 

v w = 2 m ,, (i + - log ()»_ V „ ; . U . \Y ,_ \) . (6.38) i ,, ((y-i)2(ro + i)2y 

vv °ë\(rQ-iny + l)2ro 

wheree we still use y =  ̂ = ^ and TQ — - ^ . 
Too determine the action of the bounce we need to determine: 

ry-ya ry-ya 
SSqqpairpair = 2w ƒ \/4mqVqpair dy . (6.39) 
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Thiss is a quite non-trivial integral. We will estimate this integral by slightly changing 
thee boundary conditions. As the lower boundary condition we will not take r0, but 
thee point between r0 and zero where Vqpair = 0. Later we will estimate the part we 
addd to the action by this change in the boundary conditions. 
Soo first we will determine the integral: 

rv=Vr rv=Vr 
Sl'ymSl'ym =2W V4m<l Vqpair dy , (6.40) 

Jy=y-Jy=y-

withh yc and y_ the two values of y where Vqpair is equal to zero and with 0 < y  ̂ < 
yycc < 1. This integral is still quite difficult. We can determine it up to a part that we 
evaluatee numerically and understand quite well. The action can be written as: 

S%\S%\nn = 4y/2mq{bc - b.^^F^X) , (6.41) 

withh 7|y r o = y ^ f ^ S A = ^ + log((^
i r t

L )
1j ' o) ; A mm = log ( 1 ( 1 1 + 5 ^ )) and 

FFssymymii
XX)) g i v e n by: 

JO JO N N 
11 + A log [ (l+iiy ^y )̂y,+y })2 {{yc - y-)y + ;</_)) 

11 Ami„
 dV . ( 6 - 4 2) 

withh yc = bc/w and y_ = b_/w. 
Inn figure 6.8 we have plotted a numerical evaluation of the function (yc - y-)F$ m(A) . 
Wee still need to estimate the part introduced by taking different boundary values. 
Thiss may be estimated by the maximum of the integrand in the region between y_ 

andd r0 times r0. If ( -2 + y/E) > r0 Vqpair.max = 2mq else Vqpair,max = 2 m ^ ^ ^ - " . 

Thuss we estimate this part of the action to be Sfy
2
rn, which is typically much smaller 

thann Sfym. as follows: 

SfymSfym < 4v/2m?JR0 if ( - 2 + v^) > r0 (6.43) 7.2 2 
>yri i 

andd else 

SlylSlyl < AV2mqR0]l^^ . (6.44) 

Thee asymmetric channel: 

InIn the asymmetric channel the potential is given by: 

^ , .. = 2m , ( l  + i | o g ( | ^ | ^ i I ) ) . (0.45) 

Thee action of the bounce is given by: 

SSasym=asym=44™.™.qqbbcĉ l̂symlsymF2F2symsym(v,f(v,fVV)) . (6.46) 
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withh 7*aym = , / l + I log (2(\.^) ) and 

bbcc = R0[je- l/(2 + 2eu{w-3)-w+ 

y/-%ey/-%evv{w{w - 2) + ( -2 - 2e"{w - 1) + w)A (6.47) 

andd F% m{v. w) is given by: 

11 4_ I W (2{y'yr+l)(ü,-y'y,-2)\ 

Inn the limit xr ~* oc we can determine the integral exactly, yielding: 

__ V  ̂ Erfi[v/ly+iog(2)] 

*?.»•>•«)) = e ~ JT?^  <"9> 
Plotss of F%sym(v. w) and F£sym{v. oc) are given in figures 6.9 and 6.8. 

Wee recall that in the asymmetric channel for the creation of Alice fluxes the result 
remainss finite in the limit of widely separated external charges, obviously this is not 
thee case for the action of the bounce corresponding to the creation of a pair of point 
charges. . 

Th ee constant field: 
Finallyy we will consider the case of a constant electric field and examine the action 
off the bounce if two point charges are created. To determine the energy gain in the 
fieldd configuration we can use formula (6.37). However we cannot take the charge 
off the initial charges equal to the charge of the created point charges. To get the 
configurationn in a finite electric field we take the distance between the initial charges 
too infinity while keeping the charge over the distance ratio fixed. Again we take the 
electricc field £ =  <^i^ial • The potential for the creation of two point charges in a 
constantt electric field is given by: 

VVqpairqpair = 2mq (l+j-  (log(jf) - u(y - 1)) J . (6.50) 

withh u = ^ f ^ . 
Thee action of the bounce is given by: 

ry=yry=yc c 

SSqq
constconst = 2R0 / y/tmqVqpair dy  (6.5i; 

• ' 0=1 1 

Justt as in the symmetric channel we take slightly different boundary conditions and 
estimatee the difference later on. We will use the two values of y where Vqpair  = 0 and 
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wee get: 

Thiss leads us to: 

ry=yry=y r r 

SSqq
coco\\lstlst = 2R0 ƒ y/4mqVqpair dy . (6.52) 

Jy=y-Jy=y-

SconstSconst = ^mq(bc ~ b-hq
constF^onst(K) . (6.53) 

with~fwith~fqq
constconst = y ^ K = i/-log{u) + u, 6C ^ = (& =)/c + log(K + log(/c + log(K + - ••))) 

« 0 0 

a n d 6 _ ^ - == (y'_ =) exp( —K + exp(—« + exp(—KH ))), where t̂ , and y^ are the two 
reall solutions of K + log(y') — y' — 0. Fq

onst(n) is a function which varies only from 
-jj at K —> 1 to I at K —• oc and is given by: 

77conaM=jconaM=j V -F?onst(K)=F?onst(K)= \ " ; dy . (6.54) 

seee figure 6.8 for a plot of Fq
onst(K). 

Wee still need to estimate the part we introduced by taking different boundary values. 
Wee approximate that part by the maximum of the integrand in the region between 
y-y- and 1 times R0. If u < 1 then Vqpair̂ max — 2mq and otherwise Vqpair,max = 
2m2mqq (~^)- Thus the upperbound for this part of the action. Sq

onst. is typically much 
smallerr than Sq

onst, to be explicit: 

SSqq
coco

22
nstnst < 4V2mqR0 if u < 1 (6.55) 

else e 

SïolstSïolst < ^V2mqRo^J  ̂ . (6.56) 

6.3.44 Comparing the decay channels 

Wee just determined the actions of bounce solutions corresponding to some decay 
channelss of two static point charges. As expected the action depends strongly on the 
parameterss of the model. LAED allows for the different parameters to be indepen
dentt of each other, so there are many possibilities for the preferred decay channel. 
Althoughh the LAED model we described before does not require dynamical charges 
wee did determine the action of some decay channels for the creation of pairs of such 
charges.. Both dynamical charges and Alice fluxes can render the static point charge 
configurationn unstable. However, the decay time will typically depend exponentially 
onn the distance between the two static charges except for one possible mode: the 
asymmetricc decay channel of the two static charges under the creation of two Alice 
fluxes.. The action of this channel saturates. This means that even the decay width 
off a single point charge is finite in AED. in contrast to ordinary ED. This instability 
iss the process mentioned at the end of section 6.2.1. which may be considered as the 
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Figuree 6.8: 
Thiss figure shows the five functions Ffs = Fiym(fï), F f a = Flsym(\//i), Fqs = (yc — y_)F^y m(A — 

A mj „ ) ,, F<ja = F2Syrn(u) and Fgc = F ônst(n - 1) numerically, with A mi„  = log f | f 11 + 5 ^ ] J, 

rr  asym\y ) FaFaSSym(v,ym(v, oo) and F[sym{l/n) FlsymFlsym(1/V>°°) (1/V>°°) 

Fqa(v.w)) -

(a) ) (b) ) 

Figuree 6.9: 
Figuree (a) shows a plot of Flsyrn(fi,w). The figure shows that the limi t of the integral at ü) —> oc 
iss reached only very slowly. The minimum value of the integral only moves slowly to large ( i a s ii 
growss exponentially. Figure (b) shows a plot of Faayrn(v, w). The figure shows that the limi t of of 
thee integral at w —> oo is reached very fast. In the limi t of w —> oo we know the integral exactly. 

twoo dimensional dual analog of the monopole core instability described in chapter 5. 
Thiss implies basically the nonexistence of static charges in the theory, and that is the 
mainn observation we make in this chapter. 

Wee already mentioned that a pair of Alice fluxes can be represented by a conducting 
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needlee in our configurations. On a conductor charges are free to move and one can 
forr example have an induced dipole moment. In this picture the creation of two 
pointt charges is just a highly singular charge distribution on this line segment and it 
iss obvious that the action of the bounce for Alice fluxes can always be made lower 
becausee the charge distribution can still be varied. A simple and extreme example is 
thee asymmetric channel in the limit of w —*• oc. Here the action of the bounce for the 
pointt charges is infinite while the action of the bounce for the Alice fluxes remains 
finite. . 

6.44 Conclusions and outlook 

Inn this chapter we have extensively analyzed the behavior of Alice fluxes in the pres
encee of electric charges in (2+l)-dimensions. We showed that a pair of Alice fluxes in 
thee presence of an electric charge develops an induced electric dipole moment. This 
dipolee moment is of the Cheshire type which means that it is carried by the flux pair, 
andd that the would-be charges making up the dipole are strictly nonlocalizeable and 
thuss remain elusive. Exploiting conformal invariance we determined the resulting field 
configurationss exactly which in turn allowed us to calculate the energy gain due to 
thee introduction of a pair of Alice fluxes between two external charges. Subsequently 
wee considered the stability using semi-classical methods, using a Euclidean bounce 
solution. . 

Wee used a lattice model of AED, see chapter 3. to investigate the effects of Alice fluxes 
onn a configuration of static point charges, because it allowed us to investigate the 
effectss of the different topological defects separately. In the case of heavy monopoles 
wee found an instability in the charge configuration due to the creation of a pair of 
Alicee fluxes. Although this instability looks quite similar to the instability due to the 
creationn of two dynamical point charges there is a crucial difference. In the limit of 
increasingg separation between the static charges the decay time due to the creation 
off dynamical point charges diverges, while for the creation of two Alice fluxes it 
saturatess and remains finite. To reach this conclusion we did not have to calculate 
thee fluctuation determinant in detail, assuming that it is finite. Consequently in 
(L)AEDD a single bare charge is unstable under the creation of two Alice fluxes, which 
cann be seen as the (2+l)-dimensional dual analog of the monopole core instability, 
seee chapter 5. If the monopole mass moves down, i.e.. the confinement scale comes 
intoo play, the instabilities due to a flux pair and a charge anti-charge pair become 
veryy similar. In figure 6.10 we have sketched the potential for a typical situation. 

Lett us now give some comments on the continuum theory. We expect the situation to 
bee not so much different. The topological defects arise as a consequence of spontaneous 
symmetryy breaking, which means that the mass scales for the fluxes and monopoles 
mightt be much more constrained. In chapter 5 we showed that if the flux mass gets 
muchh less then the monopole mass, one may well get that the monopole decays in a 
fluxflux ring carrying a Cheshire magnetic charge. This suggests that the confinement 
scalee and the instability scale (due to flux creation) cannot be too much different. As 
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F i g u ree 6.10: The effective potential for a pair of external charges. The figure represents the case 
wheree the mass of the Alice flux pair is larger than the confinement scale, but smaller than the mass 
off  dynamical charges. It is possible to lower mj below the confinement scale. 

wee explained, if the monopole and Alice flux mass are comparable the potential still 
saturatess due to the instability under the creation of two Alice fluxes. 

Inn this chapter we showed that the possibility of Cheshire charge in a theory has serious 
consequencess for the stability of charge in the theory in two dimensions. It is usually 
aa question of energetics what the stable configuration is, but for theories which allow 
forr Cheshire charges, a Cheshire charge configuration is the natural second candidate 
too carry the charge. This suggests that any theory which breaks to a subgroup which 
containss a discrete and continuous component that do not mutually commute the 
gaugee charges may well become unstable due to the Cheshire phenomenon. An other 
interestingg class of theories which typically contain Cheshire charged configurations 
aree the theories with non-abelian discrete gauge symmetries, which are best described 
withh the help of a spontaneously broken Hopf symmetry [8, 9]. 

Inn the appendix of this chapter we introduce an object called the (magnetic) Cheshire 
currentt and we discuss its relation with (electric) Cheshire charges. We will also dis-
cusss its relation with the closed electric field lines that occur if one interprets the 
occurrencee of an instanton as an event in the (2+l)-dimensional (Alice) electrody-
namicc setting. From this picture the confinement mechanism can be understood quite 
easily. . 

Acknowledgment:: We thank Jan Smit for very useful discussions on the topics dis-
cussedd in this chapter. 
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Appendix x 

6.55 Cheshire current and confinement 

Inn this appendix we will discuss the notion of a (magnetic) Cheshire current in AED 
andd the confinement of charges in (2+l)-dimensional (Alice) electrodynamics [59]. 
We'lll  introduce a configuration in AED named (magnetic) Cheshire current and ex-
plainn its relation with (electrical) Cheshire charges and confinement in two dimensions. 
We'lll  introduce a picture of two dimensional confinement from which qualitatively the 
confinementt of the electrical flux into a flux tube comes apparent. 

6.5.11 The Cheshire current 

Neitherr electric nor magnetic field lines are allowed to cross an Alice flux, suggesting 
somee exotic type of super conductivity through the core of the flux tube. In this part of 
thee appendix we return to this analogy and find an interesting gauge complementarity 
betweenn electric Cheshire charges and a magnetic Cheshire currents. Let us introduce 
thee latter first. 
Lett us consider the following "gedanken" experiment. We create two charged particles 
fromm the vacuum and take one of the two particles around two spatially separated 
fluxesfluxes and then annihilate the two particles again. If the flux tubes are magnetic 
super-conductorss this would have resulted in two magnetic current carrying fluxes, 
eachh with closed electric field lines around them. In the case of two Alice fluxes a 
differentt picture emerges. Since the field lines cannot close around a single Alice flux, 
onee needs to take an even number of fluxes to be able to annihilate the particles 
again.. This means that if one pulls the two fluxes apart one cannot be left with 
twoo fluxes which each carry a current. The field lines need to stay around both 
fluxes.fluxes. A situation very different from the super conductors indeed. The system as a 
wholee carries the current and just as in the case of a Cheshire charge the current is 
non-localizeable;; we should call this object a Cheshire current. 

Thee resulting field line configuration, depicted in figure 6.11, implies an attractive 
interactionn between the two fluxes, on top of the normal flux interactions. It has the 
oppositee effect of a Cheshire charge, which leads to a repulsive force between the two 
fluxes. fluxes. 

Uponn closer inspection we will see that there is a certain gauge complementarity, 
reconcilingg the two different pictures, describing non-localizeable Alice effects. At 
firstfirst sight electric Cheshire charge and a magnetic Cheshire current appear to be very 
differentt entities. Let us now point out that there is actually a close relation between 
them.. Imagine we repeat the gedanken experiment we just performed, but now we 
movee in two more Alice fluxes from infinity in such a way that all four of them are 
onn one single line. As we know, on each flux one Z2 line should end. For convenience 
wee put these half lines on top of the line on which we put the fluxes. For every flux 
wee then still have the freedom to let the line go to the left or to the right. The result 
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F i g u ree 6 .11: Closed electric field lines of a (magnetic) Cheshire current configuration. 

justt yields two different, but gauge equivalent, configurations, as is illustrated by the 
topp and bottom pictures in figure 6.12. 

Ass we argued before, one can deform the Z2 lines in any way one wants by gauge 
transformations.. From figure 6.12 it is clear that we can gauge transform the first 
configurationn into the last one. This means that they both describe the same physics, 
althoughh their interpretation appears to be quite different. In one case, see the bottom 
picturee of figure 6.12, one would argue that two Cheshire charges are the source of 
thee field lines, but in the other situation, see the top picture of figure 6.12, one would 
arguee that three Cheshire currents are the source of the field lines. Apparently there 
aree two different ways of looking at this configuration. As was explained before [4] 
onee needs to cut away some region(s) of space-time if one wants to consider field 
strengthss which are not single valued in the presence of an Alice flux. However, there 
iss of course not a unique choice to do this. This freedom of choice corresponds exactly 
too the gauge complementarity of Cheshire charge and Cheshire current. 

Wee do note that although they are related by a gauge transformations it does not mean 
thatt all configurations can be thought of as consisting only of Cheshire charges or only 
off  Cheshire currents. A simple example is a pair of Alice fluxes carrying a Cheshire 
chargee and a Cheshire current. This object may in fact be a stable configuration in two 
dimensions,, since the electric Cheshire charge results in a repulsive force between the 
twoo fluxes whereas the magnetic Cheshire current results in a attractive force between 
thee two fluxes. These could be made to cancel leading to a stationary configuration. 

6.5.22 Confinement in a two dimensional pictur e 

Inn this subsection we will consider the confinement of (2+l)-dimensional electrody-
namics.. This problem was already solved in [59]. For any non-zero value of the gauge 
couplingg constant (2+l)-dimensional electrodynamics is confining (in the quenched 
approximation).. It is well known that the instanton density increases and polarizes 
aroundd the minimal sheet bounded by a closed Wilson loop. In a three dimensional 
Euclideann space the instanton configuration is in fact just a magnetic monopole. After 
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F i g u ree 6.12: The 'duality' transformation from three magnetic Cheshire currents into two electric 
Cheshiree charges. 

translatingg the instanton configuration to Minkovski space it is easy to understand 
thatt the polarization of the instanton density results in the confinement of the elec-
tricall  flux into a flux tube. 
Byy going to Minkovski space the interpretation of the fields change. The ^-component 
off  the magnetic field becomes the pseudo scalar magnetic field in the (2+1) dimen-
sionall  Minkovski space, while the 9 and p components of the magnetic field get trans-
latedd into the p and 9 components of the electric field respectively. For the moment 
wee will ignore the factors of i as they will  have no influence on the picture we use, 
althoughh they do play an important role in the dynamics and the polarization of the 
instantonn density. 
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Changingg from Euclidean to Minkovski space allows us to interpreted the instanton 
densityy as a magnetic current density in Minkovski space. The nice thing of this two 
dimensionall  interpretation is that the confinement of the electrical flux into a flux 
tubee easily follows from the superposition of the field lines of the pair of charges and 
thee magnetic currents. In figure 6.13 we see that superimposing a magnetic current 
too the electric dipole configuration moves the field lines inwards. Indicating that a 
(polarized)) magnetic current density would confine the electric flux into a flux tube. 

(a)) (b) 

F i g u ree 6.13: In figure (a) we plotted the field configuration of two opposite charges in the absence 
off  instantons. In figure (b) we see that the introduction of magnetic currents, representing the 
instantonss in Minkovski space, pushes the field lines inwards explaining the fact that the electric flux 
getss confined in a flux tube in the presence of a (polarized) instanton density. 

Inn the previous section of this appendix we introduced an object in AED which can 
alsoo be identified as a magnetic (Cheshire) current. However the dynamics, due to 
thee factors of i, is very different. 
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